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completely different quality perceptions even though the product is exactly the same," wrote Gad Saad, an associate
professor of marketing at Concordia's John Molson School of Business, and author of The Evolutionary Bases of
Consumption.
In this case, the product is you and your performance, but in Dr. Saad's view, you don't need to go bankrupt to make
an impression (think of the "designed for real life" Reitman clothing store ads that spoof ungainly models teetering on
stilettos, followed by elegant women wrapped in less pricey but more classic duds).
Dr. Saad also pointed out a well-documented and long-standing trend: Economic downturns trigger more outré
fashions, such as shorter hemlines and plunging necklines, along with runs on smaller "feel good" purchases, such as
scented candles and pricey lipsticks.
Leonard Lauder, the chairman of Estée Lauder, dubbed it the Lipstick Index during the post-Sept. 11 recession,
referring to the fact that women avoid big purchases during tough times, yet will give in to cheaper ways to pamper
themselves and show off - especially to other women.
That might explain why you care to save face and keep up appearances. The Lipstick Index means you can join the
others on sorties, while keeping your glossy lips - and your wallet zipped.
Susan Pinker is a psychologist and author of The Sexual Paradox: Extreme Men, Gifted Women and the Real Gender
Gap. Her blog on the science of human relationships can be found at www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-open-mind
Send questions to: spinker@globeandmail.com [spinker@globeandmail.com].
No attachments, please.
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